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WELCOME
new Year! new Plan!
What a great year! While you’ve been busy operating your studio, ccSA has been busy producing material to help 
you be successful and make your life easier as a studio owner. You can see a list of  the items we made available 
in 2015 to you in Laura dendy’s article “new year, new you” on page 15 and we are not slowing down now. We 
have a great year planned for 2016 that we are confident will not disappoint. number one on our list is the CCSa 
annual Convention, September 9–12 in Charleston, South Carolina. put it on your calendar and start planning 
and saving so that you can be a part of  this great event. Your attendance at this event is absolutely the best 
thing that you can do for yourself  and your business. We will continue producing resource guides, project guides, and additional guides for auc-
tions, summer camps, afterschool and home school programs, plus much more.
 The mission of  the ccSA is to promote the industry and be a resource to our members. i hope you see that in our actions and feel that in our 
passion. So cheers to 2016 and the future of  CCSa, your business, and our partnership together to grow the industry.

 Dena Pearlman, 
 Executive Director

it seems like i had just written down my business goals for 2015 and Bam, it was 2016. i remember coming 
across a motivational poster that inspired my approach for the year: “Design a life that you have always dreamed 
of.” i changed “life” to “studio” and voilà, i had my mission for 2015. my goals for supporting this mission were 
short and sweet to keep me from becoming overwhelmed: 1. improve the health of  my business 2. make more 
money.
 These two goals go hand in hand. The health of  my business means more than just extra money in my bank 
account (although wouldn’t that be nice?!). no, to improve my business “health” i needed to get rid of  the time 
suckers, kick things up a notch, and take what i do best to a whole new level. Lots of  things fall into the “time 
suckers” category. First, i looked at my processes to streamline what my employees were spending a lot of  time 
on. For example, i now use online booking for events. My customers seem to love it too. i also restructured my 
product offerings. if  it wasn’t paying its share of  the rent, i replaced it with what does: pottery! Another time sucker issue is recognizing where 
Your time, as a studio owner, is better spent—out on the floor running day-to-day operations, or out of  the studio building your business? i 
really focused on working on my business in 2015, devoting 5–10 hours a week to work on programs, classes, email marketing, and social media 
campaigns.
 not sure where to begin? Pick one concept at a time and educate yourself. The ccSA offerings can help you with all these ideas. And the 
natural succession of  my improvements resulted in more customers that i’ve ever had. of  course, more customers = higher sales + more money 

in the bank. All that is the payoff  for my hard 
work, but the real perk is that my studio is now 
operating at a whole new level. As we jump into 
2016 feet first, i’m excited for my studio! it’s 
always a challenge to be good at what you do 
every day, and now i want to outdo what i did 
last year. initially, i thought i had to come up with 
new goals. but as i kept pondering changing 
this or adding that, my goals ended up being 
the same as they were in 2015. except i added, 
“i am going to totally one-up myself  in 2016.” 
Short. Sweet. Achievable. Figure out how you 
can do to outdo yourself  this year!

 Wendy Pettys, 
 ccSA board President
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Staff Meetings
UP FRONT

one of the quickest ways to lose staff is when they don’t feel appreciated, 
empowered, or well trained. They may not stick around if they don’t know 
what is expected of them. one of easiest ways to keep good staff is to tell 
them what you expect, train them on what you need them to know, and moti-
vate them to do it. next comes follow up. You should inspect what you expect.
 This all starts with a staff  meeting, performed at least once a 
month. it doesn’t have to be lengthy or elaborate, it just needs to have 
a purpose or objective. it allows you to see where 
everyone is on an issue or training, and it gives the 
staff  a chance to become comfortable with a new 
product, class, or event. it also brings everyone 
together at the same time where you can ensure 
all the studio information you want to share gets 
across. Everyone gets on the same page!
 When you conduct a staff  meeting, you invest in your employees’ 
future with you. The better trained a staff, the more likely they will re-
main long term. Training also empowers your staff  to do what you need 
them to do when it comes to your customers and your business goals. 
This also frees up your time—the more you are training and delegat-
ing, the more time off  you get!
 here’s a really easy Staff Meeting outline to follow. Just change your 
topic or objective each new month. this meeting would run about 1.5 hours.

Staff Meeting Outline
 1. Praise. Start your meeting off  with any praise, recognition, 
last month’s contest winners, and acknowledgment of  a great sales 
week or a great last month. Always try to find the positive!
 2. announce the employee of the month. We had a special 
plate we designed where we wrote the new name each month in dry 
erase. i also rewarded them with a gift certificate.
 3. Quiz. Test their knowledge on studio policies, new and existing 
products, and studio events. review upcoming events. quizzes last about 
5–10 minutes. We used to have problems with staff ringing in the wrong 
piece for the customer, until i did “pop quizzes” on the names of the pieces.
 4. today’s training objective. Examples: increasing birthday 
parties, filling ladies’ nights, increasing glass sales. The more you train 
them on filling events, and increasing sales, the more profit for you!
 5. get a picture. Have them tell you what it should look like (ladies’ 
nights should be special, fun, with food, great music, door prizes, fun proj-
ects, and so on). as they talk about the features of the event, point out to 
them that this is the “selling dialogue” they should use with customers.
 6. ask for ideas. What are their ways to increase attendees to 
ladies nights? When staff  share their ideas, it empowers them.
 7. ask for effective dialogue and share what dialogue 
works for you. it’s also effective to share dialogue you’ve heard from 
them that worked well. They will follow their peers!
 8. Role play/practice. Each person needs to practice saying it, 
or practice in teams.

D
by Michelle booth, The Art of  Profit, houston, Texas

“Don’t cheat people of  their growth. Empower them to solve problems and generate ideas. Watch them grow!” —Stephen covey

 9. Set a goal. how many ladies’ night attendees can we sign up this 
week? What percentage of customers can we get to do glass this week?
 10. Housekeeping issues. This is where to discuss studio issues: 
kiln problems, customer complaints, closing problems, and the like. i had 
staff come up with solutions, a plan, and a commitment to change it.
 11. Close the meeting. remind them of  training goals, set 
studio goals for the week, or set up a contest (such as a competition 

for most ladies’ night attendees booked). When 
running a contest, always set a minimum to achieve 
to qualify. if  you don’t, someone could win the prize 
by selling just one. (For example, the person who 
books the highest number of  ladies’ night attendees 
over 5 by Sunday will win a prize!)
 Many studios have said they can never find a time 

to get everyone together for a meeting. What i found worked best was 
that i scheduled mine once a month, Sunday morning from 10:30 to 
12:00. (Some find the evenings after closing to be best.) i paid them, 
fed them, and they knew they were required to attend when they were 
hired. Staff  meetings should not be optional—they are too important 
to the success of  your business. Tell them when you offer them the job, 
and then they can decide if  they are able to take the position.
 it’s always a great idea to write up a training report on a piece of paper 
what you’ve covered in your meeting, and have each staff member sign it. Then 
you have a record of what’s been covered with them. After the meeting, make 
sure you have followed up with each employee on their goals from the training; 
otherwise, if you forget about it, so will they! but, most importantly, motivate 
them to do it! Encourage, coach, and praise. review any dialogue if necessary, 
and remind them of their goal, and that you are there to help them achieve it.
 regular staff  meetings give everyone an opportunity to come 
together as a team, to commiserate, learn, solve problems, and help 
you increase your studio’s sales. e

ThE bETTER TRaiNEd 
a sTaFF, ThE MORE LikELy 

ThEy WiLL REMaiN 
LONg TERM.



kiLN 
gOddEss 
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D
Location, competition, and how you define 
“summer camp” can make a difference in how 
you design and market your camp. here are 
helpful suggestions from four people (includ-
ing me) who LoVe summer camp. thanks to 
Sheri Snyder, objet d’Art, Peachtree corners, 
georgia; Michelle booth, The Art of  Profit; and 
kaylin brady, Joe Picasso’s, Ft. Lauderdale, 
Florida, for sharing their tips.
 1. Match your camp to your loca-
tion. offer a camp that suits your customers 
in format, structure, and price.
 2. teach what you know, but stretch 
yourself. kids are very forgiving, so this is 
the best time to try new things.
 3. test projects ahead of time, 
preferably with a young audience. invite 
some of  your regular customers’ kids to a 
Try-it Day and do some projects to see how 
they work with real kids.
 4. Price accordingly. Set a budget for 
projects, calculate hourly labor costs, and 
make sure you’ll profit even if  only three kids 
sign up.
 5. Whether you offer separate 
morning and afternoon sessions, all-
day camp, weekly camp, or some other 
duration, think about what suits your 
market—and your patience! be sure to 
find out if  certification is required for a program 
lasting a certain number of hours.
 6. to feed or not to feed. Almost all 
studios offering full-day camps have kids bring 
lunch, but whether you serve snack is up to 
you. Make sure you ask about food allergies 
on your registration form.
 7. Have a registration form. Ask ques-
tions—not only food allergies, but also other 
things they like or don’t like. List things not to 
bring (e.g., any electronics) or wear (open-toed 
shoes, long hair must be pulled back).
 8. Start marketing early! Parents 
start thinking about summer activities in late 
winter or early spring, even if  they don’t book 
until later. Make sure they know you offer 
camps. Prepare a handout with dates, pictures 
of  projects from last year’s camps (or other 

Marketing Summer Camp
by Jacqui hauser, The Studio for Art and craft, cobleskill, new York

Do you love summer camp or want to love it? An informal and completely unscientific poll 
of  studio owners revealed that the very idea of  summer camp elates some and terrifies 
others, with most owners somewhere in between. reactions range from “i do them, but 
no one ever signs up,” to “i was pleasantly surprised at how successful our camps were.”

What’s the saying? an unexamined life 
isn’t worth living? How about a twist: 
an unexamined business isn’t worth 
having.

it’s the new year and you made it! You sur-
vived the lows of September and the highs of  
December and here you are, deciding what 
to do next. Even though you will be read-
ing this a few weeks into 2016, it’s still the 
perfect time to take stock. but before we look 
forward, let’s look back.

What worked last year? if you tried new 
things—promotions, staffing situations, store 
operations—that made you more money 
or your life easier, then be sure to keep on 
keeping on! Make a list so you can see the 
things that worked. A great reminder to have 
next year.

What didn’t work? Yeah, this list can hurt. 
Even if you thought it was the best idea that 
fell flat . . . well, why didn’t it work? can you 
pinpoint a reason? if you can tweak the idea 
to try again, go for it! but it’s also okay to say 
“we tried” and move on if it just wasn’t the 
right thing for you.

What do you still want to try? i have a whole 
list of things—ideas from convention, ideas 
from 4 a.m. insomnia sessions, ideas i saw 
on chatter that i plan to steal borrow—and 
i’m spending this less-busy time to implement 
them.

now to get started. 

i divide my projects into “immediate” (things 
that are procedural, mainly) or i assign a 
date to when i want them done. obviously, the 
ideas for christmas camps are for December, 
but i don’t wait until then to implement them. 
i use this time of year to set the calendar and 
get a plan in place.

Don’t let the next set of deadlines sneak up 
on you. Plan now for the success of your 
studio! e

bUsiNEss sENsE

kid projects), quotes from past campers or 
parents, and cost. You can finalize details like 
exact projects later.
 9. Offer a discount for booking 
early. This always motivated me when i was 
finding stuff  for my own kids to do in the 
summer. if  they offered a 10% discount for 
booking in April, i booked those first!
 10. Sell to the kids. if  the child is ex-
cited about camp, they’ll beg Mom or Dad to 
sign up. Start the conversation with the child 
when the parent is listening. “have you seen 
our awesome summer camp?” Show samples, 
explain how camp works, and how fun it is to 
come with your friends. And don’t forget to 
mention the cool snacks!
 11. take pictures! Pictures of  camp 
sell camp. Put them on your website, post 
them on Facebook, and put up a display in 
your studio, along with sample projects.
 12. Show your enthusiasm! Parents 
love to know you love their kids. They love to 
know their kids will love us. They love to know 
they can trust us with their kids. Let it show 
and they will book!
 13. to theme or not to theme. This 
might be a location-based choice or a per-
sonal preference. My experience is that once i 
themed my weeks, camp sold better and faster.
 14. Have a side project. Some kids 
finish sooner, and some projects take less 
time than you thought. Teach something day 
1 that kids can continue on their own all week. 
i’ve done paper beads, rainbow loom, safety 
pin bracelets, Perler beads, and similar things 
that can be done repeatedly. have a craft they 
can finish at home if  they don’t finish during 
camp. Set up boxes labeled with each child’s 
name to store personal crafts.
 15. new to summer camp? Start 
small. try just 3–5 weeks. at the beginning, 
i focused on August since most other camps 
in my area ran in July. keep it simple and use 
what you know. Don’t order lots of  special 
stuff  and get stuck with it. use what’s already 
in your studio—summer camp can be a great 
way to use up slow sellers! e
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E
tHe gendeR BluR
no doubt about it, gender was a hot topic in 2015. as we move 
forward, gender labeling is becoming less necessary, especially for 
younger generations, who believe, according to a recent survey, that 
gender lines have been blurred and that gender does not define a 
person the way it once did.
 From a retail perspective, Target is implementing changes to reflect 
a more genderless store experience. Signage that made references to 
gender have been removed in the toy and kids’ bedding aisles, limiting 
the use of pink, blue, yellow, or green to the back walls of shelves. Disney 
made some changes to their website last halloween. in previous years, 
the costumes were divided into “boys” and “girls” collections. in 2015, 
the gender designation was replaced with an “i Am Awesome”-themed 
halloween collection that was gender-neutral and marketed to all kids.
 Whether you agree with this movement or not, it’s worth noting that by 
removing gender-specific marketing, retailers are expanding the opportuni-
ties for children to make choices based on their interests rather than their 
gender. it may be beneficial to take a fresh look at how your bisque pieces 
are categorized and how finished pieces are painted within your studio.

eMBRaCing PaStelS
Pastels are often associated with Easter, candy, and babies, and can 
lack the impact that brighter colors have. According to the global trend 
site WgSn, pastels are moving from sweet, candy-inspired shades 
toward more diluted shades in chalky matte finishes for 2016. these 
pastels look most sophisticated when paired with neutral hues and 
moody grays. a key trend within the kids’ market for 2016 is soft-
edged and organic-looking designs. colors are hazy pastels and muted 
tones for a soothing, soft, and calming effect. Pastel colors evoke 
long summer evenings. harmoniously mixed, they bring freshness 
to outdoor tablescape designs. For interiors, pinks that are normally 
associated with femininity are viewed as playful and genderless when 
used in combination with unexpected colors and materials.
 Pastel colors can be painted on bisque in monochromatic hues, 
paired with bright colors, or used in a Majolica technique. color block-
ing, ombre, and the addition of  black and white accents are easy paint-
ing techniques that work well with pastels. e
 iLoveTocreate®, a Duncan Enterprises company conducted research to compile 
the information contained in this article. Trend research is used in the development of  
all Duncan® ceramic Arts products. 
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embracing pastels
the Story behind the Color(s) of the Year

by Jennifer blevins, consumer Trends Specialist, iLoveTocreate®, a Duncan Enterprises company

each year consumers and brands wait with anticipation for pantone, color experts for over 50 years, to release their pick for Color of  
the Year. Around our office we spend the weeks leading up to the announcement trying to guess what we think it might be, based on our 
own trend research. We had a pretty good idea that it was probably going to be an optimistic color, perhaps a sophisticated pastel hue 
inspired by many of  the pale palettes shown on the fashion runways. What we didn’t see coming was that there wasn’t a single shade 
chosen, but rather a blending of  two pastel hues: Serenity, a pale blue, and rose quartz, a soft pink. My first response was “what?” i 
wanted to know what led the Pantone experts to make this decision. 

TRENd FLash

First implemented in 2000, the Color of the year has become more than 
a color forecast; it’s a reflection of pop culture, fashion, and global hap-
penings. According to ron Potesky, senior vP and general manager at 
Pantone, this year’s winning shades were chosen for their calming effect 
in an age of technological overstimulation, and in response to the gender 
blurring that reflects the current events of the day.

KeeP CalM
Societal stresses and the desire to take a break from the digital world are 
driving consumers to contemplate calmness and the richness of slowing 
down. Engaging in calming experiences enhances our sense of personal 
wellness and is said to improve the creative process. coloring books 
for adults became a huge trend, confirming the idea that taking mindful 
breaks from our busy tech-filled lives is restorative and encourages imagi-
native play time. Pastel colors are often described as being tranquil and 
peaceful, so they are a natural color choice to represent this movement.

Small Handled Berry Bowls (duncan bisque 35063) painted with 
Duncan True Matte Pastels
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Board painting 
at glazed expressions and glaze! Studios

ON ThE ROad

glazed Expressions is very much a family-operated studio, which Laura 
started 17 years ago. She employs a staff  of  nine, including all four of  
her children. Although the location has remained the same, it has gone 
through several expansions. Beginning with a 3,000-square-foot space 
offering pottery painting, the studio added another 1,300 square feet 
in 2013 by taking over an adjoining space to add a room for canvas 

classes. more changes came in 2014 when Laura redesigned her large 
glass area to make room for candle making. in the summer of  2015, 
she embarked on a complete studio makeover to showcase a more 
urban look, utilizing metal pipe shelving, sleek new tables and chairs, 
and a redesigned paint bar. She also blew out another wall to relocate 
her canvas area and make room for wooden board painting.

 With a studio that now 
measures an astounding 
5,800 square feet, it’s 
clear that Laura is vision-
ary in her growth, with a 
knack for branding and for 
implementing the latest 
trending art medium. To 
keep up with the demands 
of  her large, busy studio, 
she looks for ways to mini-
mize work and concentrate 
on growing her business. 
She took this approach 
with board painting too, 
contracting with a local 
person (found by posting 
on craigslist) for the actual 
construction of  the wooden 
boards. he purchases and 
cuts the boards to specifi-
cation, screws the boards 
together if  necessary, and 
delivers them to the studio.
 Laura offers canvas 
and wooden board painting 
through scheduled classes. 
Participants sign up in ad-
vance so the stencils can be 
cut prior to class. The actual 
time for the vinyl cutter to 
cut each design is just a few 
minutes. The board painting 
process is super easy and 

B
by veronica McFadden, former owner of  cool catz Pottery Studio, Storm Lake, iowa

by now, most studio owners have probably heard about the very latest creative trend of  wooden board painting. Laura riegel of  glazed 
Expressions in clive, iowa, found herself  inundated with questions about her offerings in this new phenomenon, so she decided to offer 
an impromptu training class. i took a road trip with Ashley Prince from the Pickled Palette in Sioux city, iowa, to explore this new craze at 
Laura’s studio. Two other studio owners also attended: king D’Silva from Manic ceramic in Lakeville, Minnesota, and Lola Schantz from 
busy bees Pottery & Arts Studio in Audubon, Pennsylvania.

Try different “stain” blends for background variations.
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so fast that Laura finds she sometimes has to drag the 
project out a little. She offers board projects in various 
sizes. Some consist of nailed-down 1”x4” boards with 
an overall measurement of roughly 20” wide (there’s a 
small gap between each board) and 24” long. She also 
has designs on single board lengths such as 10”x36” 
and 12”x48”. 

The next day, i took a cyber road trip to learn how an-
other studio integrated this new medium. i was tipped 
off  that kristina Eckert offers wood board projects 
at her studio glaze! in Thiensville, Wisconsin. kris-
tina is another studio visionary focused on growth, 
as i learned from her website, Facebook page, and 
phone conversations. glaze! started off  in 2004 in 
a 750-square-foot location offering pottery painting. 
After four months, kristina knew she needed more 
room and relocated to a space of  1,600 square feet. 
The additional space allowed her to add glass fusing and silver clay. 
in 2010 Kristina tackled another growth opportunity by relocating the 
studio to a new city (her correct location of  thiensville), and bumping 
up her square footage to 4,000 square feet.
 glaze! resides in a grand three-story victorian home decorated in 
the studio’s unique creative style, with the various art mediums sec-
tioned off  into different rooms. The greater square 
footage enabled kristina to enlarge the pottery 
painting lines and add stoneware; to expand glass 
offerings; to add wheels and hand-building; and to 
offer canvas painting. it also saw the introduction 
of  the Purple Frog, where customers can enjoy cof-
fee, soft drinks, wine, beer, and snacks that glaze! 
sells. Kristina has 20 employees, including two of  

her children.
 This past fall kristina started offering wood board projects, 
marketing it in her usual fun branding style. classes are called board 
Meetings and take place in the board room. class attendees become 

board Members. once a customer becomes a board 
Member, they know how to make a wood project and 
are allowed to create in the board room anytime. 
Walk-in board Members can create a wood proj-
ect based on specific precut patterns that match 
samples set out in the board room. Special-request 
designs are cut with a one-day advance notice. Like 
Laura, kristina also contracts with a handyman who 
cuts wood to the dimensions needed and brings 

them to the studio. kristina uses a uS cutter for larger 
stencils and a silhouette cameo for designs smaller than 
12 inches. a popular seller this winter has been wood 
block projects where customers paint a single letter per 
block to spell out a short phrase such as “Let it Snow” or 
“be kind.” e

ThE bOaRd PaiNTiNg 
PROCEss is sUPER 

Easy aNd sO FasT ThaT 
LaURa FiNds shE sOME-
TiMEs has TO dRag ThE 
PROjECT OUT a LiTTLE.

Big thanks to Lau
ra and Kristina 

for sharing their
 knowledge and 

creativity with other studio 
owners! 

Be sure to read t
he digital editio

n 

on the CCSA website, where you’ll 

find a materials list and 
step-by-step 

instructions for 
offering wood board 

classes in your st
udio, as well as more 

photos. There’s also a hel
pful chart 

showing cost breakdo
wn and 

pricing guideline
s.

in addition to stain choices, customers might opt to do a blended-color background.

Seasonal displays are an excellent way to excite veteran and new customers!
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named 2015’s iPhone app of the year by 
apple, Periscope is used to stream live 
video content and connect users from 
around the world. Periscope is an 
extension of  Twitter, and while Twitter 
streams written content in real 
time, Periscope utilizes the more 
widely valued medium of  video. 
viewers of  Periscope streams 
are able to see broadcasts 
that are raw and unedited 
since there is no ability to 
edit the live content. As a 
result, it can be argued 
that Periscope’s connec-
tion among users is more 
valued than any other 
social media platform.
 To get started with 
Periscope, download the app 
through either the Android 
market or the iTunes app store. 
To log in, use your Twitter ac-
count, or else you can log in with a 
phone number. it’s most beneficial to 
use Twitter because the two apps are linked 
and broadcasts are most easily promoted via 
Twitter feeds. Setting up Periscope with an existing 
Twitter account is seamless and within minutes you will be ready to 
broadcast.

When preparing to broadcast keep these few tips in mind:
 1. Be aware of  timing. Find out when your audience tends to be 
most engaged with your social media posts. This is the time in which 
you want to broadcast for the highest reach of  viewers. Even if  some 
of  your followers miss out on the live stream, the app will save your 
videos by default and they’ll be available for viewing by your followers 
up to 24 hours later.
 2. make a compelling title. Be sure to create an informative title 
that not only describes the video content but also gives viewers a 
reason to tune in or watch your video later. 
 3. to obtain the most views, share your broadcast on twitter and 
alert Facebook followers about when you’ll be broadcasting. Also turn 
on location tagging because this will make your broadcast easy to find.
 4. most important, engage with your viewers! Followers can 
ask questions in real time while you’re broadcasting so be sure to 
acknowledge and respond to as many as possible.

 Since Periscope is still so new, there are no solidly 
defined ways to use it, especially for brand-

ing. This is a great opportunity for you to 
experiment with different ways of  using 

the app and what type of  content 
your audience likes most.

Here are a few ways to 
utilize Periscope for 
your business:
 1. Show live product 
demos. if  you’re intro-
ducing a new product, 
share the details with 
your Periscope audience. 
You could even do an 
interactive product dem-
onstration by answering 

pertinent questions from 
viewers in stream.

 2. take viewers 
behind the scenes. customers 

have a profound interest in the 
daily happenings of  PYoP studios. 

Periscope is the perfect platform to 
take viewers behind the scenes to view 

the day-to-day happenings of  the kiln room.
 3. technique demos. Special technique classes 

are popular studio offerings, but customers can’t always attend. 
Technique demos could arguably be one of  the most successful uses 
of  Periscope for PYoP. Set a date and time at which the studio will 
broadcast a technique demo and subsequently market that information. 
Providing customers with the opportunity to view a demo may prompt 
them to visit the studio to try out the technique.
 4. exclusive offers. to jumpstart your periscope following, cross 
promote your broadcasts on other social media platforms. be sure to 
include a graphic that features your Periscope channel and note your 
headline and broadcast time in the post. Alert your followers on other 
social media platforms that an exclusive offer will be revealed during 
the Periscope broadcast. This could be a special code that you reveal 
for a free studio fee or 10% off  a pottery purchase.
 connection with customers is an integral part of  running a small 
business. Periscope provides the ability to connect with current and po-
tential customers on a new level as well as an innovative way to market 
your business. have fun with the endless opportunities of  this new app 
and reaching customers in a unique way! e
	 Artwork courtesy You’re Fired, a studio in oxford, ohio

the Scoop on periscope
MaRkETiNg TiPs

by Leah Simard, it’s Yours Pottery, omaha, nE

A“A picture may be worth a thousand words, but live video can take you someplace and show you around.” —Periscope.tv/about
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Well, here’s the answer! his name is rich Aries, and he’s the president 
of  ESr commercial, a company that works with retail, industrial, and 
commercial real estate. rich has owned the business for over 27 years 
and has been a broker for 32 years. He has a background in law and 
contracting and is one of  the biggest brokers in the country, represent-
ing clients all over the nation.
 rich provides clients with techniques, tactics, and methods. his as-
sociate Lisa Wishengrad works closely with rich to gather and track all 
the necessary information, and then rich stays on top of  the negotia-
tions throughout. Whether you’re looking to buy or sell a business, ne-
gotiate a new lease, review or renew a current lease, or find advice on 
your rights as a tenant, rich is the person to contact.
 if  you’re opening up a new store, for instance, rich and his com-
pany review your business needs and show you how to limit personal 
exposure and protect personal assets. They review the demographics, 
set up tours to sites you may be interested in, run analytics on the loca-
tion, put out the offer and counteroffer, finalize the offer, and set up the 
final contract. in other words, rich takes you through the entire process, 
and he’s there for any ongoing issues or concerns you may have.

 Say you’re looking to 
renew a lease, start a new 
lease, or just review your 
existing one. rich will ne-
gotiate on your behalf  to 
get you the best deal pos-
sible. From maintenance 
to service issues, you 
need to know your rights 
as a tenant. The first step 
is to contact rich and dis-
cuss your concerns. Even 
if  rich can’t solve it, he 
can direct you to the right 
place. 
 The best part is that 
ccSA members receive 
rich’s services for free! 
Since his commission 
comes from the landlord, 
we get to benefit from his 
wide-ranging expertise at 
absolutely no cost. contact 
him at 818-802-4730 or 
rdaries@aol.com. e

the problem Solver
sUPPLiER sEssiON

B
by Adina Johnston, A colorful universe, San Diego california

buying, selling, or expanding a business is a major decision that requires caution, preparation, and dedication. it’s never too early to 
ask, “Where do i start?”

rich Aries, president of  ESr commercial 

Rich has been incredible 
to work with. We described 
our wants, needs, and ideals 
in a location. We told him a bit 
about our area and where we 
would be willing to consider. 

He got back to us very 
quickly with many options and 
set up showings. He contacted 
us almost daily just to check 
in and returned calls within 
hours, even when he was on 
vacation!

After reviewing our feedback 
he found us a great deal: 
$4 less a square foot than 
expected, free rent for a few 
months, and ALL the buildout 
paid for by the landlord and to 
our specifications. Rich is 
saving us tons of money and 
saved us so much stress by 
dealing with all of this for us!

MARTi STReHLoW, 
oWneR of 
CLAy CoRneR STudio 
in WiSConSin
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TThe beginning of  the year is a great time to take a look back at the previous year and note all your accomplishments. Take some time 
to really figure out what worked well for you in the past year and how you can build on that in the coming year. i believe it’s a good thing 
for every business and that’s why we do it too.

below you will find the list of  some of what the ccSA accomplished last 
year. These are items we have created and are providing to our members.

new marketing collateral
	 c	17 pieces of  clip art c	14 Facebook cover banners
 c	11 print ads
Comprehensive guides
 c	Press release guide c	hiring and firing guide
 c	qr code guide c	guide to Pinterest and short video
 c	Marketing guide c	Technical guide
 c	Employee guides  c	guide to pluralizing last names
 c	Team building guide c	PYoP Day guide
 c	Event marketing guide
20 free webinars on these topics
 c	Terminating employees the right way
 c	harness the power of  Facebook to attract new customers
 c	how off-site handprint parties can generate extra revenue
 c	Add your family- and kid-friendly events to a national listing site
 c	incorporating Mayco colors on glass
 c	Exciting things you need to know about brushes
 c	Make the most of  social media
 c	Facebook isn’t scary
 c	holding a successful pawprint event
 c	how to handle hashtags

by Laura Dendy, Director of  Marketing & Member Services

 c	The outs and ins of  “chip and Pin”
 c	Deciphering the code of  financial statements
 c	boost your business with Fb ads
 c	PYoP for newbies
 c	Standout emails: get opened, get read, get results 
     (Constant Contact with ron Cates)
 c	insta-branding with instagram
 c	Successful firing practices
 c	caring for your kiln
27 fuel for Your fire Projects
Camp guides for Winter, Spring, Summer, and fall
	 c	42 pottery projects c	23 fused glass projects
 c	31 clay projects c	18 canvas projects
 c	3 mixed media projects

i’m providing you with my list so that as you create your own plan for the coming 
year, you can see what new items we produced and make sure you’re using 
them for your studio. catch up on the webinars you missed or use them for staff  
training. Jumpstart your camps with our guides, which even include the average 
cost per project, per camper. Pump up your marketing with new emails and ads. 
You don’t have to start from scratch—we’d got you ready to roll.
 You can find all these items and much more on our website. Fix 
yourself  a cup of  coffee, turn off  your phone, and take a look. We know 
you’ll find a few things to make your life easier. e

new Year, new You
bENEFiT UPdaTE

items added to www.ccsaonline.com

december 2015
[Techniques] Pottery: Midnight Snow

[Webinars] team Building, with Karen grosz (tedX)

november 2015
[Marketing] Downloading and customizing an image

[Marketing] hashtags for Facebook chatter

[marketing] Holiday marketing 101, with 

 constant contact
[Marketing] new clip art: blank brushes

[Marketing] new Facebook cover Photos:   
 

 christmas, corporate, Thanksgiving, 

 valentine’s Day, generic, [Marketing] 

 new Fall Ads: Fall, general, holiday, Winter

 halloween, Winter, Fall

[Membership] updated benefit guide with 

 Truecar and Wyndham

[operations] Downtime activities

[retail Minded] october edition

[technical] Ceramics 101

[Technical] kilns: The basics

[techniques] Canvas: merry and Bright (2 patterns)

[Techniques] clay: Snowman Wreath

[Techniques] Pottery Painting: Winter bird house

[Technical] Preparing Your kiln for the holidays

October 2015[Marketing] Event Marketing guide

[Marketing] guide to Pluralizing Last names

[Marketing] new clip art
[Marketing] PYoP Day Event guide

[Membership] updated benefit guide

[techniques – other] mason Jar madness

[Webinars] how to use Facebook Ads to boost 

 Your business, with Alyson Dias from Duncan

[Webinars] how to use Facebook Ads to boost Your 

 business, with Alyson Dias from Duncan presentation

[Webinars] PYoP for newbies

[Webinars] PYoP for newbies presentation

[Webinars] Standout Emails: get opened, get read, 

 get results, with ron cates from constant contact

www.ccsaonline.com
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The purpose of  this article series has been to share my journey with you 
in the hopes we can help you with similar challenges. in the first article, 
i explained that i wasn’t happy with my staff  overall and was struggling 
with how to make the necessary changes. i identified 
3 issues: 1. Stop “panic hiring.” 2. improve employ-
ees’ communication skills. 3. Create more detailed 
task sheets to ensure things are getting done, and 
done properly.
 in the second article we discussed improve-
ments that had been made, and i shifted my focus to 
attempting to find ways to make it easier for my employees to give good 
instructions in each of  the different mediums we offer. As our business 
model expands from PYoP to “create lots of  dif-
ferent things,” there’s a lot more for employees to 
learn. Meltdown offers PYoP, fused glass, wet clay, 
canvas painting, and glass painting. That’s a lot! 
recognizing the difference between training part 
timers ten years ago versus today helped me un-
derstand that the issue may not be that my current 
staff  members are not as capable as part-timers of  
the past. instead, they are struggling to juggle all 
the things they’re expected to know, and it’s my re-
sponsibility to help them. At the end of  the second 
article, i resolved to do more to help my employees 
feel confident and comfortable giving instruction 
and advice to our customers.  This extra help was 
to come in the form of  “cheat sheets” for each me-
dium we offer.
 how’s that going, you ask? Well only you, my 
fellow studio owners, will appreciate the update 
on this task. i’m not done making the cards! The 
holiday season hit and they fell lower on the never-
ending To Do list. i have started them, however, and 
am really excited to get them going. At one of  our staff  meet-
ings, we discussed the idea of  creating these cards and all of  
my employees thought it would be fabulous to have them in the 
studio. They seemed relieved, really. We decided to create two 
kinds of  cards for each medium we offer. one set of  cards will 
be for the customer and will contain a summary of  the verbal 
directions they receive before starting their project as well as 
the answers to some FAqs for that medium. The second set 
of  cards will be for the employee and will remind them how to 
set up the table, give instructions, and offer tips for correcting 
errors in that medium. The intention is that employees use the 
employee card when giving instructions to ensure they remem-
ber the important stuff, and then they leave the customer card on the 

horrible Bosses 3:
sTUdiO sPECiaL

by Lisa Feltz, Meltdown

WWhat’s that i see up ahead? it’s a light at the end of my tunnel! Thank goodness. i’m happy to report that we are clearly on a road to Fabu-
lousness here at Meltdown. That’s not to say that all of  our issues are solved, because this process of finding, maintaining, and retaining 
staff  members truly is a journey.

table so that customers have it for reference. 
 i am happy to report that this process of  getting rid of  bad hires 
and patiently waiting to hire the right people and training them well is 

definitely making a difference in my stress level and 
the quality of  the experience at Meltdown. in addition, 
now that i’m not so overwhelmed and frustrated, i’m 
enjoying my staff  so much more. They’re enjoying me 
(and meltdown) too, and that’s very much reflected 
in their performance. our next goal is to foster that 
mutual feeling of  joy—me for them, and them for 

Meltdown. happy employees make employees who want to work hard 
and well and stay on in their job. So the journey continues. e

NOW ThaT i’M NOT 
sO OvERWhELMEd 
aNd FRUsTRaTEd, 

i’M ENjOyiNg My sTaFF 
sO MUCh MORE.

From Failing 
to Fabulous!

An employee card for canvas painting and a customer card for glass painting.
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a feW tHingS tO aSK YOuRSelf:
 is the customer being reasonable? Let’s face it, if  they’re really 
ticked off, it doesn’t matter if  you offer them a new product, a free 
studio fee, or a trip to Disney World. having a reasonable discussion 
with a person in an unreasonable frame of  mind tends to result in an 
unreasonable solution. Sometimes a cooling-off  pe-
riod helps everyone see more clearly, making the end 
resolution acceptable for the situation.
 Did we make the mistake? kiln issues, pottery 
issues, employee issues—even if  they involve cir-
cumstances out of  our complete control—should be 
fixed. You can be generous to the customer while still 
being fair to yourself. in addition to giving store credit 
for the amount of  a damaged item, for example, add a percentage off  
for an additional purchase, offer a free studio fee, or simply give an 
extra $10 or $15 gift certificate so they can bring a friend. if  
i purchased a lamp that turned out to be de-
fective, i wouldn’t expect the depart-
ment store to replace the lamp 
AnD give me drapes to 
match, but i would 
love it if  they 
gave me an 

So Let’s talk Customer Service
sERviCE WiTh a sMiLE

charlene ridlon, Art As You Like it, Waite Park, Minnesota

Ihow do you draw the line between “The customer is always right” and “This customer is just plain wrong”? Why have studio policies if  you’re 
not going to follow them? on the Facebook ccSA chatter page, you’ll see lots of “What would you do?” discussions about customer service 
situations. it’s amazing how many variables help a studio find the right solution to fit their studio policies.

extra 10 or 20 percent off  my next purchase for my trouble.
 is your policy fair and reasonable? Sometimes we make policies out 
of  our own frustration over an unpleasant customer situation. (i mean 
really, who thinks a piñata and bouncy balls are good for a pottery studio 
birthday party?) make a habit of  reviewing policies and procedures pe-

riodically. A policy that made sense six months ago 
might no longer apply, or you might find that it re-
ally bothers your customers. That’s one of  the best 
parts about owning a small business: you can make 
changes to suit your needs.
 Are you saving a customer or just saving 
the situation? Let’s face it—we don’t always have 
to save the customer. While it’s not ideal to send 

them away stomping mad, some customers will expect the trip to Disney 
World when all you did was forget to attach an add-on. Some customers 

ultimately may not be worth saving.
 it’s hard not to take customer problems 

personally, but make sure you step outside 
the situation and evaluate how to fix 

the problem fairly for everyone. 
customers are the heart of  

our business, so think 
about what policies 

you should review 
or change this 

year. e

 sOMETiMEs WE MakE 
POLiCiEs OUT OF 

OUR OWN FRUsTRaTiON 
OvER aN UNPLEasaNT 
CUsTOMER siTUaTiON.



www.gare.com
www.gare.com
https://www.facebook.com/GareInc/
www.gare.com
https://www.pinterest.com/gareinc/
https://mobile.twitter.com/Gareinc
www.gare.com
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our local television stations periodically run specials on commercials to 
try to fill spots in quiet times and seasons. These are the times that we’ve 
done our commercials because that’s when we can get a great deal. once 
the Tv station knows you’re interested but don’t have millions of dollars to 
spend on ads during the Super bowl, they’ll help you get your commercial 

What Can a 
Commercial do for You?

sTUdiO sPECiaL

by Marti Strehlow, clay corner Studio, Wisconsin

DDon’t get scared. commercials can really be worth their cost to you. They’re more than just something that airs on Tv while you’re in the 
bathroom. A commercial can be used to advertise your business in a way that truly demonstrates who you are, what the feel of  your busi-
ness is, and what you do.

aired in times that are more affordable and keep you in mind when they 
have specials available. Some stations even let you use the commercial 
with a different station, depending on whether you own the commercial or 
they do. it’s generally best if  you own your own commercials because once 
you do there are so many things you can do with it that cost you nothing 

but will still bring paying customers in the door. 
    once you own a commercial you can post it on Facebook and 
people visiting your page can play it to see exactly who you are. in 
this case, viewers aren’t seeing it as an advertisement, but rather 
as a profile of your studio because they are actually interested in 
learning who you are! This is a great opportunity to truly let your 
business shine—almost as good as if  you were sitting with them 
telling them all about your business. And if  a potential customer is 
on your Facebook page watching a cute video about your studio, 
they’re more likely to visit you instead of your competition.
    The same applies to your website. As with Facebook, when 
someone visits your site, they are already interested in learning 
more, and a good commercial can be the final push to bring 
them into the studio. This doesn’t entail any additional cost, but 
stills sells you to a potential customer.
    And that’s not all! You can even use your commercial in the 
store. invest in an electronic photo frame that you can hook into 
a flash drive. Play your commercial on there and you may be 
surprised how many people stop and watch it. Do you have a 
blog? You can play it there too.
    it’s super easy. The ccSA offers a number of options for com-
mercials that you can easily to tailor your studio and even to spe-
cific offerings (birthday parties, date nights, generic activity, after-
school, pottery and glass, mobile studio, and more). you order 
directly from the production company and they deliver them to you 
within three business days. the cost is $175 per commercial and 
there is a fee of $30 for each television station you’d like them to 
email the finished commercial to. Purchase a few of them and play 
them at different times of the year, depending on the season and 
which area of your business you’re trying to increase. or play dif-
ferent commercials on different social media sites, aimed toward 
the particular audience or the time of year. You may just be sur-
prised what a commercial can do for you.
    Find more information, order forms, and watch sample com-
mercials on the ccSA website under the Merchandise tab. e

Once the TV station knows you’re 
interested but don’t have millions 

of dollars to spend on ads during the 
Super Bowl, they’ll help you get your 
commercial aired in times that are 

more affordable and keep you in mind 
when they have specials available.
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HeRe aRe tHe StePS fOR diSSeCting tHiS Painting
The first step is usually the sky or the background. Whatever appears 
farthest away should be painted first. in this painting it would be the 
black night sky, painted about halfway down the canvas.
 The next step would be the blue-gray hills. We try not to over in-
struct the details. This painting shows two hills but if  a client wants one 
or four, that’s cool. This helps some clients make the painting their own. 
Some will want to copy exactly what the instructor does and that’s cool 
too. but we like to give them permission to deviate from the example if  
they want.
 We often use chalk to draw in horizon lines or shapes before paint-
ing. unlike pencil lines, the chalk is either absorbed by the paint or can 
be wiped away later.
 next, painters can 
chalk a line for the water 
line for reference. Then, 
starting with the darkest 
green, place the trees/
bushes. Add a small amount 
of white and yellow to the 
dark green, and paint some 
of this midtone green a 
little higher on the trees. 
Then, adding more white 
and a little yellow, place the 
final highlights on the trees. 
This is another example of  
painting farthest to closest. 
The dark part of the trees 
are in the back center, the 
midtone is the center front 
part of the trees, and the 
highlights are the outer 
leaves that would be clos-
est to the viewer.
 next paint the water 
solid blue, then create 
the reflection on the water 
with white and white mixed 
with blue.
 Finally, add the stars 
and moon. A paint dauber 
is the perfect tool for the 
moon, and you can use 
a dryish dauber for the 
clouds.

by Laura riegel, glazed Expressions, clive, iowa

tO ReiteRate: WORK fROM faRtHeSt tO ClOSeSt
 1. Sky
 2. Hills
 3. trees
 4. Water
 5. Highlights/finishing touches
 For paintings with defined shapes rather than a straight-edged can-
vas (like a mason jar), you can simplify the process by chalking a rectangle 
and rounding the corners. Just look for the primary shape and then make 
modifications. if  you’re not sure how to paint something, Youtube is full of  
tutorials that have great ideas. Practice is also a must. As with anything, 
the more you do, it the better you’ll get at it. When you learn how to take a 
painting apart and put it back together, you can paint almost anything! e

teaching Canvas
Iif  you are dependent on instructions and templates to teach canvas, you are seriously limiting your painting offerings. For most simple acrylic 

paintings, no lesson plan or templates are necessary. You just need to know how to take a painting apart. once you “see” the different 
layers, it can easily be put back together when instructing a class. The recipe of colors can be written on the back of the master canvas for 
use in future classes. You don’t need me to tell you the palette; you can see what colors are used.
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MateRialS
 Low-fire white clay
 Slab roller or rolling pin
 Pattern
 Wooden skewer or other clay-cutting tool
 Soft fan brush
 Small detail brushes
 8” round mosaic plaque (Bisque imports Bim8022 or similar)
 Teal Smoothie Tiles in Teal, Persian blue, and grass green 
  (Bisque imports or similar)
 Weldbond glue
 Sanded white grout
 orange acrylic paint

glaze COlORS
 Yellow, bright blue, Deep blue, red
 additional colors for design details

roll out a slab of  clay roughly 8” x 8” and smooth out.

Trace around the sun and moon pattern pieces with a wooden 
skewer to cut out the shapes. cut out small shapes for eyes 
and eyebrows.

Score, slip, and attach the eye pieces to the sun and moon. if  de-
sired, add other details for a more extended clay-specific lesson. 
be sure to score names or initials on the back of each separate 
piece to keep track of each customer’s artwork.

after the clay is fully dry, fire to cone 04.

apply 3 layers of yellow to the 
sun pieces and 3 layers of  
bright blue to the moon pieces.

Paint the moon’s lips and eye-
brow Deep blue and the sun’s 
lips and eyebrow red.

Paint the moon’s eye green 
and the sun’s eye blue. 
Paint both pupils black.

by Emily Sacharow, craft haus, Palm beach gardens, Florida

Sol y Luna Clay 
and Mosaic plaque

EExplore a variety of techniques with a unique combination of clay and mosaics. This project is perfect for multisession classes, including 
camps, afterschool sessions, or any other repeating program. Don’t offer multisession events? See the tips below to finish in fewer sessions.

STEP
1

STEP
2

STEP
3

STEP
4

STEP
5

STEP
6

STEP
7

STEP
8

STEP
9

STEP
10

STEP
11

STEP
12

Decorate the pieces with lines, dots, and swirls in assorted 
colors.

Wipe any glaze from the bottom of  the clay pieces and fire 
to cone 06.

Arrange the fired clay pieces and the Smoothies on the mo-
saic plaque and adhere with Weldbond.

grout entire piece using sanded white grout.

Paint the sides of  the plaque with orange acrylic or another 
fun color.

To complete this project in fewer sessions: Place the cutout clay pieces 
on the mosaic plaque and gently trace the outline with a pencil or other 
marking tool. Move clay aside. complete the mosaic design using Smooth-
ies. Place the Smoothies only outside the pencil lines to leave room for the 
clay pieces. Paint the clay while still wet using the same instructions above. 
When dry, fire clay to cone 06. after firing, glue clay pieces into place on the 
plaque so customers 
need return only 
for grouting. 
e



BiSQue
 Squircle Salad plate (#1067)
 Squircle dinner plate (#1068)

funStROKeS COlORS
 Jumpin’ Juniper (2323)
 Kermit (2341)
 Key Lime pie (2373)
 tahiti teal (2382)

SuPPlieS
 Pattern printed on plain paper
 Scissors
 #6 round brush
 Soft fan brush
 Synthetic sponge
 ruler
 Pencil or water-based marker

read all instructions before you begin. 
See the digital edition for the anchor pattern.

fOR tHe Salad Plate

cut out the anchor pattern and set aside.

using the #6 round brush, paint several coats of  horizon-
tal lines in varying thicknesses across the plate, alternating 
glaze colors and leaving stripes blank that you want to 
appear white. Let dry 10–15 minutes.

When completely dry, brush water onto the painted stripe 
area using a fan brush. Adhere the anchor pattern to the 
center of  the plate. With the pattern in place, use a damp 
sponge to wipe off  as much of  the exposed painted stripes 

as possible around the pattern.

Still leaving the pattern in place, apply three coats of  key 
Lime Pie horizontally, using the soft fan brush.
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nautical 
Squircle 
Set

Add a small amount of  kermit to the key Lime Pie. using 
the fan brush, apply the glaze combination horizontally in 
wavelike strokes to create a faint wave pattern. Allow to dry, 
then remove the pattern.

Clear glaze and fire to cone 06.

fOR tHe dinneR Plate

using a ruler and a pencil or water-based marker, draw 
horizontal stripes of  varying thicknesses across the plate.

using the #6 round brush, paint 3–4 coats of  horizontal 
lines in varying thicknesses across the plate, alternating 
glaze colors and leaving stripes blank that you want to 
appear white.

Clear glaze and fire to cone 06. e

courtesy of  gare, inc.
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SuPPlieS
 Bisque (shown on gare Flare Sushi medium plate #1042)
 Thin masking tape
 contact paper
 Pencil or marker
 Scissors
 glaze colors of  choice

Trace cross onto contact paper and cut out the shape. Peel 
backing and press to bisque. To suggest the leading in a 
stained glass window, place thin masking tape randomly 
around the shape.

Pour one color at a time for child to paint all over the 
masked-off  piece of  pottery. keep in mind that if  the colors 
are wet, they will blend more and create brown.

STEP
1

“Stained 
glass” 
Cross 
plate
by Jenny Austin, 
The Mud hut, Longview, Texas

After all the desired painting on the background has been 
done, peel off  the tape and contact paper.

Apply a dark color to the child’s foot and place the print on 
the cross.

Finish off  the plate with date and child’s name and verse or 
quote of  choice. add desired embellishments (we painted 
the cross yellow around the foot and sponged the plate 
edge orange).

glaze and fire to cone 06. e

STEP
2
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3

STEP
4

STEP
5

STEP
4
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5

STEP
6

WWe came up with this idea because 
many footprint projects have so 
little participation from toddlers. 
We wanted something that they 
could paint and the moms would 
love the result.



Cityscape in glass

SuPPlieS
 6”x6” or 6”x12” clear base
 Design glass in various colors
 Frit in various colors
 glass tools
 glue
 hairspray
 Thinfire paper

Decide on the basic design for your cityscape, using the 
suggestions above to get started on ideas.

now that you have your inspiration, start cutting. This is 
meant to be a fun, loosely planned piece so there’s no 
need to be exact on sizes. pick 2 or 3 things that you want 
to focus on and start layering. in my cityscape, i focused on 

the homes in galveston, the beach, and the pleasure pier.

STEP
1

Work on the larger parts first, as i did here with the 
houses, the pier, and the sun. Then add small fun details, 
like the scooter and the surfboard.

once the big pieces are in place, adhere them in place with 
a tiny dot of  glue in the middle.

Add different colors of  frit for background areas, such as 
the ocean and sky seen here, which were done with a mix 
of  blues.

once the frit is laid down, spray with a quick spritz of  
cheap hairspray and leave it alone.

once the piece is dry enough to move, place in the kiln on 
Thinfire paper and fire to a tack fuse. e

by Amy owens, 
clay cup Studios, galveston, Texas

TThink of what you love about your favorite city. Was it where you met your partner? Where you went to college? Take those thoughts and 
google search your heart out. Find images that represent that city. collect pictures both of landmarks and of things you love to do or areas 
you love to go. Maybe you’ll be inspired by an event that happens every year or one that occurred just once but will stay with you forever.
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Offering Wooden 
Board Art in Your Studio

ON THE ROAD

SupplieS
 Wood boards, prepared to size
 US Cutter SC series vinyl cutter (USCutters.com)
 Oromask 814 Paint Mask (30” width) to create the stencils 
  (USCutters.com)
 Sure-Cuts-A-Lot 4 software to create the stencils
 RTap Clear Choice AT60 transfer tape
 Acrylic paint in various colors
 3/4” flat brush
 #2 long-handled round brush
 Container of  water
 Paper towels

inStructionS from laura

Before participants ar-
rive, set up each work 
station with paints, 
brushes, water, paper 

towels, and boards.

Create a “stain,” a 
slightly watered-down 
mixture of  Burnt Um-
ber acrylic with a small 

dot of  black. This will provide a 
rich-looking dark walnut color. Us-
ing a ?” flat brush, apply this stain 
to the surface and sides of  the 
board. If  the project is constructed 
of  several boards screwed 
together, use a #2 round brush to 
paint the gaps between adjoining 
pieces. Allow to dry. (Drying time 
is minimal for this thinned-down 
paint.)

While you’re waiting 
for the paint to dry, 
carefully peel out the 
letters or other design 

elements, leaving the negative 

part (the big piece of  vinyl) attached to the paper backing. Be sure to 
leave the vinyl in place on the paper backing for the negative space 
areas (such as the center of  the letter “O” or “A”).

Place transfer tape across the stencil in the area where the 
letters or design elements were removed. This helps the 
stencil keep its shape so it doesn’t distort when you trans-
fer it to the board. You don’t have to cover the whole stencil 

with transfer tape; just cover the areas where material was removed.

Carefully remove 
the whole stencil 
from the backing 
paper and posi-

tion it on the board. It’s best 
to place the stencil correctly 
on the first attempt, if  possi-
ble. The vinyl is repositionable 
but it’s quite sticky and could 
tear during repositioning, and 
no one wants to waste time 
and money in the middle of  
a class to cut a new stencil. 
One way to make this step 
easier is to have customers 
pair up so they work jointly 
to remove the backing and 
to place the vinyl onto their 
boards. Also, since this tends 
to be a quick project, Laura 
finds that this pairing up helps 
to extend the activity time, so 
they work first on positioning 
one person’s stencil and then 
the other’s.

Once the stencil 
is adhered to the 
board, remove 
the transfer tape 

by peeling the tape back 
slowly at an acute angle and 

B
By Veronica McFadden, former owner of  Cool Catz Pottery Studio, Storm Lake, Iowa

Be sure to read the “On the Road” article in the Spring 2016 edition of  CCSA Today for more details on how Laura Riegel of  Glazed 
Expressions in Clive, Iowa, and Kristina Eckert of  Glaze! in Thiensville, Wisconsin, have made board art a successful offering in their 
studios. Great thanks to Laura and Kristina for sharing their expertise!

Using a lighter stain for the background gives a nice look.
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not straight up. This helps the stencil from pulling away from the board.

Use your finger to rub the surface of the stencil to help it stick 
securely to the board. To avoid paint leakage, pay careful at-
tention to the cut-out edges to be sure they’re stuck firmly.

High-contrast colors work well, such as white, yellow, or pale 
blue on a darker background. (Medium to dark colors such as 
red won’t pop against a dark surface but can work on a lighter 
background.) To make the design pop on a dark ground, first 

apply white paint to the design areas. Once this is dry, apply the chosen 
design colors using a ?” flat brush. One coat of paint usually works and 
provides that natural rustic look. (Laura mentions that any paint that leaks 
past the boundaries of the design just adds to the rustic character of the 
project—a pointer that helps calm a distraught customer.)

When the paint is almost dry, peel off  the stencil and enjoy 
the finished results!

AdditionAl SuggeStionS from KriStinA

Kristina encourages her customers to distress the boards 
first, using meat tenderizers, chains, nails, hammers, or 
other tools. She imposes a time limit to prevent overdis-
tressing the wood and perhaps to minimize the loud noise 

from this process. This also pads out the class time for what can be a 
fairly quick project.

For the background, participants can select from five water-
based, no-odor wood stains, or they can choose watered-
down acrylics. House paints such as those available in small 
sample jars are also options for background colors.

 If  you’re thinking of  offering this great new technique in your 
studio and are wondering about the investment required, here is a 
cost breakdown for the main equipment, as well as the cost of  a single 
20”x25” wood project.

 The going rate for a board project of  this size (at least in Iowa) 
is $60 to $65. For a class of  just 11 customers, you can recover the 
expense of  your equipment and per-person project cost if  you charge 
$60 per customer. So with just one class you have the potential of  
recouping your entire initial investment!
 If  you think your area can’t support a $60 class price, a group 
of  13 at $50/person or 15 at $45/person will also cover your original 
investment. e
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Unlike a canvas painting class, where everyone is following instructions for the 
same design, each participant in a board art workshop can easily create a 
different design based on their choice of  vinyl stencil pattern.

(Above) If  you’re not confident in your 
carpentry skills, hire a local woodworker 
to cut and assemble the boards for you. 

Laura Riegel found someone to construct 
and deliver the boards by posting on 

craigslist, and Kristina Eckert contracted 
with a local handyman.

(Right) At Glazed!, Kristina Eckert keeps 
an array of  board pieces in stock.

(Below) Leaving the stencil attached 
to the backing paper, carefully 

weed out the letters.



 
 

Everything’s Coming Up… Daisies! 
Below you’ll find information on each item such as size and case quantity!  Login to Gare.com for pricing info! 

     

 

Check out the painted version of our Daisy Box 
painted and color coded with Fun Strokes! 

 
FS-2387 
FS-2390 
FS-2375 
FS-2376 
FS-2341 
FS-2393 
FS-2311 
FS-2374 
FS-2301 
FS-2385 
FS-2392 

Pool Party 
Orange Crush 
Jumpin’ Jelly 
Bouncin’ Berry 
Kermit 
Pretty In Pink 
The Color Purple 
Blue Ice 
Smiley Face 
Sweet Pea 
Rockin’ Red 

 
 

  

Supporting the Community. 
  

  
#7394 Daisy Flower Box 

4 ½” D x 2” H, 8/cs 
  

#7395 Daisy Flower Bank 
5” H x 5 ½” W, 6/cs 

  
 

 

Contact Your Territory Sales Representative for more information or to place an order!  888-289-4273 
 

www.gare.com


 

 

 

What a wild bunch of Party Animals we have for you! 
Below you’ll find information on each item such as size and case quantity!  Log in to Gare.com for pricing info! 

** NEW and NOW AVAILABLE ** 
farm animals 

 

 
 

#7369 Horse  
4.25”L x 4.75” H     8/cs 

        

#7365 Cow  
3.75”W x 4.25” H     8/cs 

        

#7366 Pig  
4.5”L x 2.75” H     8/cs 

        

newly redesigned under the sea fairytales 

    
#7382 Squirrel   
4.25” H     8/cs 

        

#7381 Hedgehog   
4.5” H     8/cs 

        

#7364 Shark  
5.25”L x 3.25” H     8/cs 

        

#7370 Young Princess 
2.5”W x 5.25” H     8/cs 

      
 

                    popular pet                                                 let it snow                                              dessert wild life 

  
 

#7387 Dachshund  
4.5”L x 4.25” H     8/cs 

#7389 Snowman  
4”W x 4.25” H     8/cs 

   

#7388 Mike the Camel 
4.75”L x 4.5” H     8/cs 

        
  

   
Contact Your Territory Sales Representative for more information or to place an order!  888-289-4273 

 

 

www.gare.com


2014 CCSA Supplier of the Year★ ★

At Gare we pride ourselves on creating bisque designs that sell. 
We start with a sculptor and design team who pick each piece 
to create and we work on the creation until it’s exactly what 
we want. We paint it to show an example of how our vibrant 
and versatile colors, paired with our designs, can create a  
masterpiece. We provide both our bisque, and color to our  
customers at a high standard of quality while being value 
priced, allowing you to offer our pieces to customers at a  
price they can afford. If for any reason you aren’t satisfied,  
we have a trained staff of sales reps., a technical director,  
and our design team, at your service to make it better!   
We strive to be great, which allows YOU to be great too!  

Good bisque and 
color might sell. 
Great bisque and
color will sell. 

www.gare.com   P: 888.289.4273 x. 219   F: 800.292.0885  E: info@gare.com

Brand ADVF1 .indd   1 6/17/15   6:20 PM

www.gare.com
https://www.facebook.com/GareInc/
https://www.pinterest.com/gareinc/
https://mobile.twitter.com/Gareinc
www.gare.com
www.gare.com
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Whimsical or elegant, decorative or functional — Glass Fusing offers your customers a whole new level of  
creativity. Join the many successful studio owners who have discovered the joys and profitablity of Glass. 

Glass Inspirations

It’s as easy as 1, 2, 3 to 
spark your customers’  

creativity while ensuring 
step-by-step success!  

Check the site often for 
fresh inspirations. 

For questions or tech support, contact Mary: 
Email: Mary@SpectrumGlass.com

Phone: 800.426.3120 ext. 4069
(M-F, 10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. PST.)

Cut one 11/4 x 10-inch strip of 533-2SF Blue Topaz, 
two 3/8 x 10-inch strips of 110.4SF Light Amber, two 
¼ x 10-inch strips of Clear, and one 21⁄2 x 10-inch strip 
of Clear. Arrange the � ve strips as shown, then add 
the large Clear strip on top, as the third layer of this 
section.

Arrange a single layer of glass nips that covers the 
entire base. We used small pieces near the striped 
elements building to larger pieces on both the top 
and bottom edges to create additional interest. 
Using Monterrey Spirit™ adds a small amount of 
opalescence into the mix, which helps to re� ect 
some of the light and color within the piece. Use 
it liberally on the bottom layer and less in the 
subsequent layers.

Preparation
•  Gather your glass selection. 

•  Line the (kiln-washed) mold with an 8 x 10-inch  
piece of PAPYROS. Set the Clear Base into the 
mold (nip the corners slightly, if necessary, so 
that it lays fl at in the mold). 

•  Cut strips of varying widths from each of the 
colors in your pallette and nip into small, 
medium, and large sized pieces. It’s easiest to 
keep colors separate in small containers.

1 2 3

Spectrum Glass presents: The System 96® Glass Craft Program

Reactive Gem Tones
Glass Cutting: Straight lines  
Firings: Full Fuse  + Slump

When glasses made with copper (which many blues and greens contain) are fused next to glasses made with sulfur (many warm hues) a subtle, 
but lovely, reaction occurs along the edges. To demonstrate this we created a piece using our range of Aqua Transparents paired with our Amber 
Transparents (but there are many combinations that react in this way). With the help of the Patty Gray Dam Mold lined with a piece of PAPYROS®, 
a “scatter platter” type design that shows off  this reaction is easily contained and comes out of the kiln with smooth edges on all sides.

Build a second layer of nipped pieces, paying 
careful attention to areas where colors will 
overlap creating new colors and/or a reaction. 
(Clear pieces are used liberally in this layer to 
add depth and distort colors below.) The second 
nipped layer should not cover the glass below 
uniformly – spaces are necessary to control the 
total volume of glass and encourage distortion. 

4
Even more glass is strategically placed on top of this 
layer, again using lots of clear. Note that the layers of 
the nipped glass will compress and melt together 
when fused; even if your nipped section stacks a bit  
higher than the level of the striped section, they will 
be approximately equal once fused.

Full fuse using the suggested schedule. Slump 
as desired.  We used Master Artisan #MSS 812 
stainless steel sconce mold.

www.System96.com
© 2013 Spectrum Glass Company

 

 Project Guide

Large

Medium

Small

   

                 Firing Schedule Used
Seg. Ramp

(ºF per Hour)
Goal Temp

(º F)
Hold

(Minutes)

1 250 250 30

2 250 1050 60

3 250 1250 30

4 250 1350 30

5 300 1465 20

6 9999 950 60

7 200 800 10

8 300 100 0

Materials Used
Patty Gray Dam Mold #GM110 by Creative Paradise

PAPYROS® Kiln Shelf Paper

System 96 Glass:
• Clear 8 x 10 Base 
• 533-1SF Sky Blue
• 533-2SF Blue Topaz
• 533-3SF Deep Aqua
• 110.2SF Pale Amber
• 110.4SF Light Amber

• 110.8SF Medium Amber
• Spirit/410-7SF Monterrey
• Clear

5

Close-up of reaction

   

                 Firing Schedule Used

Seg.
Ramp(ºF per Hour) Goal Temp(º F)

Hold(Minutes)

1

250 

250

30

2

250

1050

60

3

250

1250

20

4

250

1350

20

5

300

1400

10

6
9999

950

60

7

200

800

10

8

300

100

0

Clear

Clear

Using the Cutting Guide on page 2 , trace & cut 

four White circles for eyes.  Trace & cut eyebrows 

and wings for each bird (Short bird = Turquoise 

Green, Tall bird = Amazon Green). Nip beaks from  

a small piece of Orange Opal. 

Create a border. We used 1-in. x 3/8-in. strips of all 

the project colors plus a stacked square in each 

corner, but you can create any type of border you 

choose. The 1-inch channel around the perimeter 

gives you a perfect space to add some color and 

design as you build up its second layer.

•  Gather your glass selection. (See Materials Used.)

•  Set the 6-in. x 6-in. Clear in the center of an 

8-in. x 8-in. 200SF White Base leaving 1-inch 

gap all around for border.

•  Trace and cut body shapes of birds. (Short 

Owl = Pastel Green, Tall Owl = Lemongrass.)

1

2

3

Spectrum Glass presents: The System 96 ® Glass Craft Program

Spring Owls
Glass Cutting: Pattern Cutting

Firings: Contour Fuse + Slump

Whimsical and bright, this little dish is perfect for some fusing fun at any time of the year.  

The Clear area in the center gives the appearance of depth as the bird shapes sink into it.

Optional Tip: to keep the eyebrows and wings from 

sagging where they extend past the the Owl’s 

body, we recommend that you give them “invisible 

support.”  To do this, trace and cut the Clear 

Support Pieces as shown on the Cutting Guide. 

When all the Clear pieces are cut and in place, add 

the eyebrows and wings back on top of them.

4

Add Black Pebble ™eye centers, Orange Noodle feet, 

and the tail feather details. Have fun, this is where you 

create the personality of your birds!

Contour fuse using the suggested schedule. Slump 

in a shallow square mold such as BI’s SM9503.

 

 Project Guide

Materials Used

PAPYROS® Kiln Shelf Paper

System 96 Glass:
• 8-in. x 8-in.200SF White Base

• 6-in. x 6-in. Clear Base

• 222-72SF Pastel Green

• 226-74SF Amazon Green 

• 226-72SF Lemongrass 

• 223-72SF Turquoise Green 

• 200SF White 
• 100SFS Clear 

• 60-2702-96 Orange Opal 

• N-2702-96-5 Orange Opal Noodles 

• X-PEB-1009SF Black Pebbles™

5

Clear

Whimsical and bright, this little dish is perfect for some fusing fun at any time of the year.  

The Clear area in the center gives the appearance of depth as the bird shapes sink into it.

www.System96.com

© 2013 Spectrum Glass Company

Spectrum Glass
www.system96.com

Over 50 Project Guides  
are available free from System96.com



Whimsical or elegant, decorative or functional — Glass Fusing offers your customers a whole new level of  
creativity. Join the many successful studio owners who have discovered the joys and profitablity of Glass. 

Glass Inspirations

It’s as easy as 1, 2, 3 to 
spark your customers’  

creativity while ensuring 
step-by-step success!  

Check the site often for 
fresh inspirations. 

For questions or tech support, contact Mary: 
Email: Mary@SpectrumGlass.com

Phone: 800.426.3120 ext. 4069
(M-F, 10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. PST.)

Begin with an 8" x 8" Clear Base, a 4" x 6" piece of 528-4SF Olive Green, a 4" x 6" piece of 111SF Dark Amber, a 4" x 8" piece of 538-6SF Navy Blue, plus a 6" x 6" square (or the equivelent) of Clear glass.

Using the Cutting/Layout Guide on pages 2, trace all cutting lines onto each of the 3 colors of glass. Number each section. Score and break all pieces.

Place the Clear Base on top of the Layout Guide on page 2. Assemble all colored pieces on the Base, using the Guide and numbers to accurately place them. A�  x all pieces with pinpoints of glue.

1 2 3

 

 Project Guide

Spectrum Glass presents: The System 96® Glass Craft Program

Color Tint Technique 
Glass Cutting: Straight lines
Firing: Full fuse, slump

This simple technique reminds us of making “sun prints” on photosensitive paper. 
As Clear glass sinks into the color beneath it, lighter “tints” of the glass color are created,
making it is a great way to utilize some of the beautiful darker colors in the System 96® palette. 

Nip design elements from Clear glass to create the “tinted fabric” look in each of the sections. It’s important to have a fairly equal amount of Clear glass on the 3rd layer to allow for a uniform � nished shape and thickness. Full fuse. 

4

System96.com

The piece was slumped in Creative Paradise’s “Folded Square” mold #GM-111.

The piece was slumped in Creative Paradise’s “Folded Square” mold #GM-111.

 Glass Craft Program

This simple technique reminds us of making “sun prints” on photosensitive paper. 
As Clear glass sinks into the color beneath it, lighter “tints” of the glass color are created,

2 Color Variation
10-inch piece slumped in 
Slumpy’s “Jordan” mold #SM-9049

Layer 2 Border: Make Fruit! This is the fun part. We 

layered transparent colors to build dimensional kiwi 

and orange sections, pineaple chunks, and strawberry 

halves. Red Pebbles™ make great cherries,  and nips of 

Rods, become blueberries. Details of what we did in 

the fruit construction are given in the Materials List — 

but have fun inventing your own versions.

Arrange the fruit into the border area of the pre-� red 

Base in a random, fun way. Tack Fire using the schedule 

below.  Slump as desired. We used Slumpy’s “Euro” 

plate mold #SM-258.

Base:  Start with a 12-inch System 96® Clear circle 

(use a pre-cut circle or cut your own). Cut an 9-inch 

circle for the center using a transparent color of 

your choice. (We used 110.4SF.) Full fuse using the 

schedule below. 

1

2

3

Spectrum® Glass presents: The System 96 ® Glass Craft Program

Fruit Border Platter

Glass Cutting: Freehand cutting/nipping

Multiple Firings: Full Fuse Base + Tack Fuse + Slump

This happy platter is made primarily with transparent colors to enhance the “juiciness” of the fruit. Use your 

imagination to come up with your own variation featuring your favorite fruits!

 

 Project Guide

Materials We Used

PAPYROS® Kiln Shelf Paper

System 96 Glass:

12-in Clear Base 
110.4SF (inner 9-inch circle)

Kiwi = 526-2SF Moss Green + 110.2 Pale Amber in 

2nd layer with 200SF White center and F3-56-96 

Black Medium Frit for seed detail

Orange Sections = 171SF + 110.2 Pale Amber in 

2nd layerStrawberries = 151SF + 140.8SF in 2nd layer, F3-

2101-96 Almond Medium Frit for seed detail

Pineapple = 161SF Yellow with 110.2 Pale Amber 

detail
Cherries = X-PEB-151SF Red Pebbles™

Blueberries = RT-136-96 Dark Blue Rods nipped into 

1/4-inch sections

   

                 TACK Firing Schedule We Used

Seg.
Ramp(ºF per Hour) Goal Temp(º F)

Hold(Minutes)

1

250 

250

30

2

250

1050

20

3

200

1225

20

4

250

1360

10

5

9999

950

60

6

200

800

10

7

300

100

0

www.System96.com

© 2013 Spectrum Glass Company
VariationsUse this border decorating concept with other 

fun things in the border area. Try nipped � owers, a 

gradation of Frit color from the center outward, little 

houses in a neighborhood — let your imagination run!

 Glass Craft Program

This happy platter is made primarily with transparent colors to enhance the “juiciness” of the fruit. Use your 

   

                 FULL Firing Schedule We Used

Seg.
Ramp(ºF per Hour) Goal Temp(º F)

Hold(Minutes)

1

250 

250

30

2

250

1050

60

3

200

1250

30

4

250

1370

20

5

300

1465

10

6

9999

950

60

7

200

800

10

8

300

100

0

Spectrum Glass
www.system96.com

Over 60 Project Guides  
are available free from System96.com



Whimsical or elegant, decorative or functional — Glass Fusing offers your customers a whole new level of  
creativity. Join the many successful studio owners who have discovered the joys and profitablity of Glass. 

Glass Inspirations

It’s as easy as 1, 2, 3 to 
spark your customers’  

creativity while ensuring 
step-by-step success!  

Check the site often for 
fresh inspirations. 

For questions or tech support, contact Mary: 
Email: Mary@SpectrumGlass.com

Phone: 800.426.3120 ext. 4069
(M-F, 10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. PST.)

   

                 Firing Schedule Used
Seg. Ramp

(ºF per Hour)
Goal Temp

(º F)
Hold

(Minutes)
1 250 250 30
2 250 1050 60
3 250 1250 20
4 250 1350 20
5 300 1400 10
6 9999 950 60
7 200 800 10
8 300 100 0

Clear
Clear

Using the Cutting Guide on page 2 , trace & cut four White circles for eyes.  Trace & cut eyebrows and wings for each bird (Short bird = Turquoise Green, Tall bird = Amazon Green). Nip beaks from  a small piece of Orange Opal. 

Create a border. We used 1-in. x 3/8-in. strips of all the project colors plus a stacked square in each corner, but you can create any type of border you choose. The 1-inch channel around the perimeter gives you a perfect space to add some color and design as you build up its second layer.

•  Gather your glass selection. (See Materials Used.)
•  Set the 6-in. x 6-in. Clear in the center of an 8-in. x 8-in. 200SF White Base leaving 1-inch gap all around for border.
•  Trace and cut body shapes of birds. (Short Owl = Pastel Green, Tall Owl = Lemongrass.)

1 2 3

Spectrum Glass presents: The System 96® Glass Craft Program

Spring Owls
Glass Cutting: Pattern CuttingFirings: Contour Fuse + Slump

Whimsical and bright, this little dish is perfect for some fusing fun at any time of the year.  
The Clear area in the center gives the appearance of depth as the bird shapes sink into it.

Optional Tip: to keep the eyebrows and wings from sagging where they extend past the the Owl’s body, we recommend that you give them “invisible support.”  To do this, trace and cut the Clear Support Pieces as shown on the Cutting Guide. When all the Clear pieces are cut and in place, add the eyebrows and wings back on top of them.

4
Add Black Pebble™eye centers, Orange Noodle feet, and the tail feather details. Have fun, this is where you create the personality of your birds!
Contour fuse using the suggested schedule. Slump in a shallow square mold such as BI’s SM9503.

 

 Project Guide

Materials Used
PAPYROS® Kiln Shelf Paper
System 96 Glass:

• 8-in. x 8-in.200SF White Base
• 6-in. x 6-in. Clear Base
• 222-72SF Pastel Green
• 226-74SF Amazon Green 
• 226-72SF Lemongrass 
• 223-72SF Turquoise Green 
• 200SF White 
• 100SFS Clear 
• 60-2702-96 Orange Opal 
• N-2702-96-5 Orange Opal Noodles • X-PEB-1009SF Black Pebbles™

5

Clear

Whimsical and bright, this little dish is perfect for some fusing fun at any time of the year.  
The Clear area in the center gives the appearance of depth as the bird shapes sink into it.

www.System96.com© 2013 Spectrum Glass Company

Begin with an 8-inch Clear Base and a color 

palette that has both Opal and Transparent 

versions of each color, plus a Green Opal 

and 200SF White Opal.
Nip rough circles in varying sizes from your 

“posie” colors, plus Green leaf shapes and lay 

them next to one another (puzzle-like) until 

the whole Base is covered. Be sure to extend 

the design all the way to the outer edge, 

using little triangular pieces to fill in between 

the circles around the rim as needed. Affix all 

pieces to the Base with pinpoints of glue.

Once the Base is covered, sprinkle Fine 

Clear Frit into the gaps between pieces. This 

insures a solid 2-layer  (stable) design. Use a 

brush to sweep off the extra Frit.

1

2

3
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Spectrum Glass presents: The System 96 ® Glass Craft Program
This bright, fun piece is made using a pair of glass nippers and a simple stacking technique!

Materials We Used

PAPYROS® Kiln Shelf Paper 

8-inch 100SFS Clear Base

161SF Yellow Transparent

533-3SF Deep Aqua Transparent

200SF White Opal

267-72SF Sunflower Opal

233-74SF Turquoise Blue Opal

226-74SF Amazon Green Opal

F2-00-96 Clear Frit (Fine)

A Ring of Posies

Glass Cutting: Nipping

Firing: Full Fuse, Slump

   
           Firing Schedule We Used

Seg.
Ramp (ºF per Hour) Goal Temp (º F) Hold Time 

(Minutes)

1

250

250

20

2

250

1050

30

3

150

1150

30

4

250

1370

20

5

300

1465

15

6

9999

950

60

7

150

800

10

8

300

100

0

Now build up each circle with gradually 

smaller circles. Alternate the Opal and 

Transparent versions of colors and use lots 

of White to make the design visually “pop.” 

Full Fuse and Slump as desired. We used 

an 8-inch Rim Plate mold.

4

System96.com 

© 2014 Spectrum Glass Company

2

VariationThe version above was made almost the 

same way as the main project except that 

intentional gaps were left between the 

largest circles in Step 2. These were filled 

with Coarse Moss Green Frit (F5-5262-96) 

in Step 3. The piece was slumped using a 

Round Wave/Ruffle mold. Spectrum Glass
www.system96.com

Over 60 Project Guides  
are available free from System96.com



 
 

You always see happy little faces at Camp System 96®. Glass fusing provides a totally creative experience 
so that each participant not only designs their piece, they can also choose what it will 
become. All it takes is some inexpensive hardware to quickly transform a small glass 
design into a nightlight, ornament, magnet, pin, necklace — or whatever!  

As many studios know, a little prep work (i.e. pre-cut shapes, kid friendly glass, etc.)  
can really help ignite your guest’s creativity and make your Camps, Parties and other  
events run smoothly. For component ideas visit: system96.com/pyop 

For questions or tech support, contact Mary: 
Email: Mary@SpectrumGlass.com
Phone: 800.426.3120 ext. 4069
(M-F, 10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. PST.)

Spectrum Glass
www.system96.com

 

Happy Campers

Nightlight

Nightlight

Nightlight

Nightlight

Nightlight

Magnet/ Ornament

Nightlight

Magnets

Jewelry



A Texas potter
makes 1,300 pound

quilts with her
Paragon Dragon

2011 South Town East Blvd.
Mesquite, Texas 75149-1122
800-876-4328 / 972-288-7557
www.paragonweb.com
info@paragonweb.com

As a child, Earline Green made hand-stitched
quilts with her grandmother Mama Freddie. Earline
spent more time quilting with the older ladies than
she did playing with children her own age. Her early
experiences with the lively quilters taught her a
life-long love of artwork.

Earline’s other grandmother, Mama Ginger,
taught her advanced quilting patterns. Later this in-
fluenced the design of Earline’s stoneware quilt tile
mosaics displayed in the entrance of the Paul
Laurence Dunbar Lancaster-Kiest Library in Dal-
las, Texas. For that project, Earline fired 284 white
stoneware tiles—all in her faithful Paragon Dragon.

“The Dragon's design and controls are perfect
for firing large flat pieces,” said Earline. “The digital
programming controls provide a consistent firing
environment that eliminated cracks and warpage in
this project.

“During tile production, I fired my Dragon two
or three times a week for four to six weeks at a time.
I expected and received excellent results with each
firing.”

Contact us today for more information on the
exciting Dragon kiln. Ask about the easy-open
switch box hinged at the bottom. Call us for the
name of your local Paragon distributor.

Earline Green with her Paragon Dragon front-loading kiln. This kiln  is be-
coming a favorite with potters. It is easy to load, heavily insulated, and de-
signed to reach cone 10 with power to spare.

Earline Green’s clay spirit quilts on display in the Dunbar Lan-
caster-Kiest Branch Library in Dallas, Texas.

Join the Clayart pottery forum here:
lists.clayartworld.com

Constantly looking for better
ways to make kilns



Lewis Wilson is not a typical glass
artist. He lived in Morocco as a child,
taught himself to eat fire and juggle by
age 11, and was part of the Apollo 12
ground medical crew during the second
lunar landing. Forty-two years ago Lewis
made his first glass figurines with Bun-
sen burners in a medical lab. He taught
himself from a library book.

Lewis developed an early
relationship with Paragon
kilns. “My wife and I use three
different Paragon ovens,”
said Lewis. “My receiving
oven is a very old Paragon ce-
ramic oven that I bought used
33 years ago. Barb uses a
BlueBird XL for soft glass and
small boro work. I use a Para-
gon F-130 for my tabletop
work oven.”

“The quality of your work is greatly
influenced by the quality of your equip-
ment,” added Lewis. “It is good to have
an oven that was designed specifically
for my style of working. I go in and out

Lewis Wilson with his faithful Paragon F-130. This kiln now comes with an industrial mercury relay, 3” firebricks, slide-out mandrel
holder, and sidewall elements. (See photo below.) You can order the F-130 in 120 or 240 volts. The 2” x 8” bead door includes two
flexible gaskets.

2011 South Town East Blvd.
Mesquite, Texas 75149-1122
800-876-4328 / 972-288-7557
Toll Free Fax 888-222-6450
www.paragonweb.com
info@paragonweb.com

“If you are going to do serious
work, you will need a Paragon

oven” —Lewis Wilson
many times while working on large
sculptures. My oven recovers heat very
quickly. Thanks, Paragon.”
UL and CSA standards

Paragon kilns are not just assem-
bled—they are hand crafted. And for
your safety, the F-130 and BlueBirds are
tested by TUV to meet UL and CSA

standards.
The new and improved
F-130: mercury relay, 3”
walls

The firebricks are 3” thick.
This is 20% more insulation
than the standard 2 1/2” fire-
brick walls and bottom of our
earlier F-130 kilns. The extra
insulation enables the F-130
to maintain a temperature
hold with greater ease. A de-
luxe mercury relay is now

standard.
Sidewall elements

The new F-130 has side elements
mounted in dropped, recessed wall
grooves. You can still order the kiln with
top elements if you prefer.

New slide-out mandrel holder
The F-130 now has an adjustable

mandrel holder. Adjust it horizontally
and vertically without tools.
New sloped control panel

The control panel is angled for easy
viewing and operation of the digital con-
troller.
Wide selection

Paragon offers the widest selection of
lampworking, glass fusing, and bead
kilns in the industry. Call now or email
us for a free catalog and the name of a
local Paragon distributor. Sign up for
Paragon’s free Kiln Pointers email
newsletter.

Constantly finding
ways to make
better kilns.



How Low Voltage
Affects Firing Time

Plug the kiln into the correct circuit.

Low voltage can double the firing time. If your kiln is
firing too slowly, make sure the voltage listed on the kiln’s
electrical data plate matches the voltage of the electric cir-
cuit. (The electrical data plate is usually located on the
side of the kiln or the switch box.) Firing a 240 volt kiln on
208 volts reduces the kiln’s power by 25%.

Even a small drop in voltage can affect the

firing speed.

Low voltage has the same effect as firing with worn out
elements. Even a small drop in voltage can slow down
your kiln. For example, we test-fired a 120 volt kiln that
took 5 hours and 3 minutes to reach 2331°F (1277°C). On
a separate electric circuit, the same test kiln took only 2
hours and 30 minutes to reach 2350°F (1287°C). The dif-
ference in voltage between the two circuits? Only 7 volts.

Fire the kiln when voltage is highest. Turn

off other large appliances.

If your kiln ever slows down temporarily, do not as-
sume that it is due to worn elements. The voltage to your
building may have dropped due to peak demand. Have an
electrician check the voltage under load (while the kiln is
firing). Until you know the voltage, an amp reading of the
kiln won’t tell you much, because low voltage also causes
low amperage.

©2014, by Paragon Industries, L.P.      IM-249/11-14

2011 South Town East Blvd.
Mesquite,Texas 75149-1122
972/288-7557 / Toll Free: 800-876-4328
Fax: 972-222-0646
Toll Free Fax: 888-222-6450
info@paragonweb.com
www.paragonweb.com

If the voltage is low during a period of peak demand,
fire your kiln when the electrical demand is lower and the
voltage is higher. Fire at night or early morning. Also, turn
off other large electrical appliances such as a clothes dryer
while the kiln is firing.

Use the correct circuit wire gauge.

For the recommended circuit wire size, consult your lo-
cal electric codes and the kiln’s electrical specs at
www.paragonweb.com. (Enter the kiln model number at
the website search line.) Install the kiln within 25’ (7.62 m)
of the breaker or fuse panel. For every additional 50’
(15.24 m) from the panel, increase the circuit wire size by
one gauge. This helps to reduce voltage drop.

Program a slower rate.

A digital controller will show error messages when it
has been programmed at a faster rate than the kiln is capa-
ble of firing. This can happen even when voltage is normal
and the kiln is new. You may be using a firing schedule
that is designed for a faster kiln. In this case, program a
slower rate.

Moist clay can slow down the kiln.

Another reason your kiln may be firing slowly is that the
firing chamber has too much moisture. Firing moist ce-
ramic greenware or moist glass molds can slow down the
kiln. Dry these materials before firing them.

Reduce the load density.

Overloading a kiln with a dense load of ceramics and
kiln furniture can also slow down the firing.

Have the power company check the

transformer.

If the kiln still fires too slowly after following the sug-
gestions above, have the power company check your volt-
age and readjust the transformer for your area if neces-
sary. You can also request that your power company put a
voltage recording unit at your location to check the volt-
age over an extended period.

The kiln’s electrical data plate.

Checking the voltage under load (while the kiln is firing).
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Brick Bank
CCX3050
Case Pack 6

Now

Available!
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Let’s Start Building



www . C h e s a p e a k e C e r am i c s . c omW : 8 0 0 . 4 1 8 . 8 8 7 8
E : 8 0 0 . 9 6 2 . 9 6 5 5

O r d e r S h i p S m i l e

95% of  orders  sh ip  out  w i th in  one bus iness  day!*

*Orders  received at  the 

warehouse by 4 :30pm



4 7 0 6  B e n s o n  A v e n u e
B a l t i m o r e ,  M D  2 1 2 2 7

Combine with bisque order to reach free shipping!



www.jubileecreative.com


www.skutt.com

POWERFUL

SMOOTH

TOUGH

INNOVATIVE
ERGONOMIC

VALUE
Brian Kohl

Ceramics Instructor

Skutt’s unique REMOVABLE WHEEL HEAD makes clean-up at 
Chaffey College run like clockwork! 

 Chaffey College
 Rancho Cucamonga, CA.



It’s like we ship a Tech
with every KM Kiln

www.skutt.com/kilnlink 503-774-6000

Current
     Sensing

&

Current Sensors ship with every KilnMaster Kiln. KilnLink is an optional upgrade.

KilnTechCCSA.indd   1 6/26/14   11:47 AM








